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Report of the Audit Committee of the General Assembly 
For the year ending������������AD 

� 
Gentlemen, shareholders of Al-Abd Al-Latif Industrial Investment 
Company �-� Respected ones Peace, mercy and blessings be upon you. 
 Audit Committee Company Al Abdullatif Industrial Investment is�pleased �~� to offer to 
the�shareholders of the�company honored its annual report for the�financial year 
ended �¥£� December �¤¢¤¢� m �Ǚ� where�this report was finalized pursuant preparation of 
the�provisions of�Article �£¢¦� of the�corporate system ,�which provides that the Audit 
Committee to�prepare a�report its opinion regarding the adequacy of the�control system 
of the�Interior in the�company and�what�has to�its�work within its competence, 
and�paragraph ��� a ��� of Article ��«£� From the Corporate Governance Regulations issued by 
the Capital Market Authority, which stipulates that the audit committee report must 
include details of its performance of its competencies and tasks stipulated in the 
companies' system and its implementing regulations, provided that it includes its 
recommendations and opinion on the adequacy of the company's internal and financial 
control systems and risk management �|  

  
�������Composition of the committee: 
The �Audit Committee Formed by the�General Assembly of the�company 
held�on ������������������� from the following�members �{  

������� Mr. ��� Majed�Abdulrahman Nassert�Al-Osilan�Chairman of�Committee ��������������  
�������� Mr. ��� Saleh Hassan Saleh Al Shaikh ± member of �Committee ��������������  
�������� Mr. ��� Abdul Aziz Abdullatif Al-Dulijan�member of �Committee������������� 

� 

Committee meetings ��  
����������  AD The first meeting was held on 

���������  AD The second meeting was held on 

����������  AD The third meeting was held on 

�����������  AD The fourth meeting was held on 

����������  AD The fifth meeting was held on 

�����������  AD The sixth meeting was held on 

 

����Business�scope ��  

The main objectives of the committee are to monitor and review the efficiency of the 
following ��  

x The internal control system of the company through the work carried out by the 
internal and external auditor of the company and reviewing the quarterly and 
annual financial statements ��  



x Performing the company's external auditor and ensuring his independence ��  
x Performing the company's internal auditor and ensuring his independence ��  
x The company's commitment to implement the laws and regulations issued by 
the legislative authorities ��  
x Recommending the selection of the external auditor to review the company's 
accounts and its quarterly and annual financial statements and determine their 
fees ��  
x In addition to its role as a link between the Board of Directors, the internal 
auditor and the external auditor ��  
� 

Tasks and specializations undertaken by the committee�: 
����������� Study and express an opinion on the financial statements and statements of 
the company before submitting them to the Board of�Directors,�to ensure their 
integrity, fairness and�transparency ��  
����������� Discuss the issues raised by the company's financial director ��  
����������� Examine the accounting estimates in the fundamental issues mentioned in the 
financial reports ��  
����������� Study and review the�effectiveness of�n�systems�of�internal control and 
finance in the�company�through ��  

x Study the important changes in these systems, if�any,�and discuss�the internal 
audit department's reports, recommendations,�and management responses ��  
x Follow up on the actions taken regarding the recommendations ��  
x Studying and discussing the auditor's reports and recommendations, and 
management's responses on matters related to internal and financial control ��  
x Discussing the important changes in the company's business�and the work 
environment and its�impact on the internal control systems ��  

�    Study the accounting policies used in the company by studying the�significant 
changes and requirements of�new amendments made to the International 
Financial Reporting Standards approved in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia � ,
and�expressing opinion�and recommendation to the Board of Directors 
regarding them ��  

�     Adopting the internal audit plan, studying�the internal audit reports, and 
following up on their implementation ��  
����������� Review the results of the reports of the regulatory authorities and verify that 
the company has taken the necessary actions in this regard ��  

�    Verify the company's compliance with the relevant laws, regulations, policies 
and instructions through the reports of the supervisory authorities and the 
reports of the Internal Audit Department and the auditor, and verify that the 
company has taken the necessary actions in this regard 

��� Review the contracts and transactions proposed to be conducted by the company 
with related parties �,� and present what it deems necessary in this regard to the 
Board of  Directors ��  

���     Recommending to the Board of Directors to appoint the auditor, determine�his 
fees,�evaluate�his performance,�verify�his�independence, review his work plan, 
and discuss with him to verify his ability to perform his currency and not 
withhold information from him. 

 -����Recommending to the Board of Directors what actions it deems necessary to 
take in matters falling within its competence. 



-����Supervising the work of the company's external auditor, ensuring the�continuity 
of his�independence,�ensuring that there are no obstacles�affecting the progress 
of their work, and evaluating the level of efficiency and effectiveness of their 
performance. 

-����Study the notes received from the internal and external auditor of the company 
and follow up on their completion according to the schedule agreed upon with 
WKH�FRPSDQ\¶V�PDQDJHPHQW. 

 
�The opinion of�the�committee on the adequacy�of 
the�internal�and financial�control�and risk management�system ��  
 
The Committee considers that�what the�t�its work with respect to the�fiscal year�2020�m 
provides confirmation�reasonable�for�the�adequacy to achieve the�goals of�internal 
control and financial company system�designed�from for�it. 
� 
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� 

Subject: ������ The Audit Committee's recommendation to appoint an external 
auditor from among the proposals submitted to the�company to audit the 
company's accounts for the fiscal year �˻˹˻˺� AD�and the first quarter of the 
fiscal year �˻˹˻˻� AD. 

 
� 
Building�on what�submitted�to the�Audit Committee and nominated for (2) Audit 
Offices to audit the�accounts of the�Company 's�quarterly and annual (second and 
third �quarter, fiscal year�2021 and the�first quarter of the year 2022) were members 
of the�Committee not to�intercourse�to�submit a�recommendation to the�Board to 
submit to   the�Ordinary General Assembly to choose one and two by the�following 
statement: 
  

  

S The name of the office Status of registration 
in the authority 

1 Talal Abu -�Ghazaleh� 	  Partners Co.������������� ��������������registered������������� 

2 Mr. Al Ayyouti and Partners Company������������� ��������������registered������������� 
  

The committee recommended the�two previous companies�based on the following 
reasons: 
� 
1.  Talal Abu -�Ghazaleh �	  Partners�Co.: ��������������  

-���������Talal Abu -�Ghazaleh�from leading the�companies of�the�global�and�professional 
services companies operating in the�fields of�accounting and�external and�internal 
audit, corporate governance, tax, consulting and�educational studies and�economic 
strategy �,� which was founded in�1972�AD works Talal Abu Ghazal 
company�of�through the�offices of the�number of�more than �ᅳᅲᅲ� offices 
and�150�executive offices around the world ��͘�  

-���������The precedent of dealing with Talal Abu-Ghazaleh's office ��͘  
-���������The size of the office's work team and the office¶s commitment to the deadlines set 

by the Capital Market Authority with regard to submitting its annual and quarterly 
reports ��͘  

- ��������� Its commitment to international standards ��͘  
-���������Registered with the Capital Market Authority ��͘�������������  
� 

2. ,� Al-Sayyid Al-Ayyouti and�Partners Company �8  
  

-��Number of years of experience: as the company was established in a year�1954M in 
the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia.������������� 

-��International membership: a member of the �) More)�group, which is based in London, 
United Kingdom.������������� 



-��Rehabilitation of the office team: where the office consists in its structure of a certified 
partner in Saudi Arabia and America, and a number of its principal directors are 
certified as chartered accountants and have obtained the fellowship of the Saudi 
Commission, and a team of qualified auditors with various experiences. 

-��The company audited the accounts of a large number of joint-stock companies, banks, 
contracting companies, insurance, real estate investment, and a number of 
governmental and semi-governmental institutions, tourism companies, hotels and 
hospitals. 

-��The company's pledge to evaluate the internal control environment, accounting 
policies and procedures in our company, review our information technology, review 
financial risks, provide the company with updates and developments related to the 
statutory regulations and accounting standards, as well as the company's pledge to 
review the meetings of the Board of Directors and committees and follow-up 
commitment to the regularity of our Board of Directors. 

-��Acceptable audit cost.������������� 
-��Al-Sayyid Al-Ayyouti  	 Partners Company is registered with the Capital Market 

Authority. 
 
 

  
� 
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